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Chapter 1

General Introduction



1.1 The Origin of the Cosmic Radiation
at Sea Level

The primary component of the cosmic radiation, 
which consists mainly of protons, interacts in 
approximately the first 100 gm./cm of the atmosphere 
to produce If-mesons and a small fraction of heavy 
mesons and hyperons. The 7T -mesons are removed 
from the beam by the competing processes of decay int 
muons and interaction to produce further 7T -mesons 
which subsequently decay into muons. The heavy 
mesons and hyperons are removed by similar competing 
processes; the decay of K+ and K « + mesons contribu-

r
ting a few muons at very high energies. The mesons 
travelling in tenuous regions of the atmosphere have 
a higher probability of decay than those of the same 
energy moving in denser regions; which may offset 
the overall relativistic effect of increasing proba
bility of interaction with energy. As muons have 
the relatively long life time of 2.25 x 10  ̂ sec.
( '■>» 100 times that of the *7T -meson), and are
weakly interacting, they have a high probability of



survival to sea level. The neutral *JT -mesons decay 
rapidly into two photons, which may give rise to a 
photon-electron cascade. Unless the initiating 
photons are of very high energy this cascade is un
likely to reach sea level. Another contribution to 
the electronic component at sea level is made by 
electrons produced in muon decay, and knock-on elec
trons in equilibrium with the muons. The "hard" 
component ( p > 500 Mev/c ) at sea level thus con
sists predominantly of muons with a small admixture 
of protons and 7T -mesons, and the "soft" component 
of electrons, photons and low energy muons.

The momentum spectrum of muons at sea level 
provides information on the production spectrum of 
7T -mesons in high energy nuclear collisons. 

Measurements made in directions inclined to the verti
cal contribute information concerning "K -mesons 
produced in collisions of progressively higher energy 
as the zenith angle is increased (Stern, i960). In 
the horizontal direction the mean arrival energy of 
muons is 250 Gev., and their minimum initial energy 
70 Gev. Further, *7T -mesons travelling in directions 
inclined to the vertical are travelling Just after 
production in a tenuous region of the atmosphere, and



have therefore a relatively high probability of decay 
rather than interaction.

1.2 Outline of Previous Spectrographs

In order to compare the accuracy of measurement 
of various instruments it is conventional to define 
a "maximum detectable momentum" (m.d.m.) as the 
momentum at,which the probable error in deflection 
measurement equals the magnetic deflection of a 
particle. Some workers have used the r.m.s. error 
in angular deflection in this definition, giving an 
m.d.m. lower by a factor 0.675.

Most of the momentum spectrum measurements have 
utilised the deflection of a charged particle in a 
magnetic field. Others have used scattering in 
multi-plate cloud chambers or nuclear emulsions. 
However, scattering methods are not reliable above

8 Gev/c due to unavoidable spurious track distor
tion. The early magnetic field methods used a cloud 
chamber between the poles of an electromagnet to 
measure the track curvature. Again, the m.d.m. is 
set by track distortion, and in addition inefficient
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use is made of the field. Hyams et al. (1950) 
estimated that only 5$ of the available field 
volume is ¡utilised by a magnet cloud chamber, whereas 
50$ is useful when advantage is taken of the line 
integral of the field by using geiger counter trays 
as detectors some metres above and below the magnet.

An instrument having this advantage was described 
by Owen and Wilson (l95l)» fig. 1.2.(i). It had two 
electromagnets, with hodoscoped geiger counters as 
detectors, and an m.d.m. of 31 Gev/c was achieved. 
Rodgers (1956) increased the m.d.m. to 240 Gev/c by 
placing flat cloud chambers at the measuring levels, 
a total of three being employed. Only fast particles 
triggered the chambers, and the point of intersection 
of the tracks on grids ruled on the top of the chambers 
was measured.

The reliability of spectrographs has been 
improved by replacing the cloud chambers by neon flash 
tube trays, which give comparable accuracy of location 
and a larger collecting area of particles. This has 
been done by Ashton et al. (1959) who describe a 
prototype spectrograph with an m.d.m. of 8 Gev/c,
Ashton et al. (i960) who built a spectrograph of



Geometry «t apectrouraph. (Th«* upper halt' of the instrument, 
hich M •ynunetn*#! about the middle counter tra\, onh it ihown.)

Fic. 1.2. (i)
The Manchester spectrograph.



expected m.d.m. 1,000 Gev/C » and Greisen et al. 
(private communication) who have operated a flash 
tube spectrograph of m.d.m. 130 Gev/C at 68° to the 
vertical. The advantages of neon flash tubes when 
used in momentum spectrographs will be further 
discussed in chapter 2.1.

Considerable advances have been made in the 
development of spark discharge counters as detectors. 
Allkofer (1959»i960) describes their development and 
successful use in a spectrograph of m.d.m. 60 Gev/c.f+OO
A permanent magnet of IHdl = 4000 x 20 gauss-cm. 
was used, and the overall height of the instrument 
was only 70 cms., compared with ^  140 cms. for the 
.instrument of m.d.m. 8 Gev/c using a magnet withjf+oo

Hd;
—00
Hdl = 5000 x 16 gauss-cm. described by Ashton et 

al. (1959). It thus seems likely that the use of 
spark discharge counters offers good possibilities 
of extending the range of measurement to very high 
momenta, particularly if detectors of large area can 
be made to work reliably over long periods.

An instrument described by Apostalakis (1957)
utilises fourteen layers of nuclear emulsion,



accurately-separated by air gaps of 1.5 cms., 
located between the poles of a magnet giving a field
of 7»000 gauss. Trajectories may be traced through 
the layers with high precision, but the main dis
advantage is the tedium of analysis. The m.d.m. of 
the instrument was 300 Gev/c.

A disadvantage of detectors such as flash tubes 
and spark counters is the labour of analysis, which 
has largely been performed manually. The time taken 
in analysis tends to offset the advantage gained by a 
high rate of collection of particles. In chapter 3 
this problem is discussed further, and details 
presented of a fast and accurate computer method of 
analysis of flash tube data.

1»3 Review of Previous Measurements of
Inclined Spectra

The only previously published work on inclined 
spectra is that of Moroney and Parry (195*0 who made 
measurements at zenith angles of 0°, 30° and 60° in 
the E - W plane, (fig. 1.3.(i) ). These spectra 
show the expected hardening with increased zenith
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angle due to increased energy loss in the atmosphere. 
The spectrograph, which had an m.d.m. of 60 Gev/c, 
used hodoscoped geiger counters and a large electro
magnet. Other work has been carried out by Greisen, 
Ozaki and Rose (private communication), who measured 
the spectrum at a zenith angle of 68°, using neon 
flash tubes in association with a geiger counter 
spectrograph.

Moroney and Parry carried out calculations of 
the form described by Janossy and Wilson (19^6), and 
concluded that spectra at zenith angles of 0°, 30° 
and 60° could not be explained simultaneously in 
terms of a process involving production of the muons 
at a. single level close to the top of the atmosphere. 
They found that their results at 0° and 30° were 
consistent with extended production of muons (Sands, 
1950), assuming a momentum spectrum of the muons at 
production of the form

O • I ̂ f-7 C jp)  ̂ V l

where p is in units of jx c, r is the range in 
gm/cm of the production level from the top of the
atmosphere, and the intensity is in units of the

8 1 2  1 onumber of muons (10 ev/c) cm . sec . At 60



the sea level spectrum calculated in this way falls 
below the experimental results by 50^ over a
considerable range at low momentum. The authors 
indicate that calculations taking into account 
coulomb scattering in the atmosphere show that this 
effect is of the right order to account for the 
discrepancy. The results of Greisen et al. at <?8° 
(fig. 1.3»(ii) )» although not directly comparable 
with those of Moroney and Parry, appear to show fair 
agreement with them.
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Chapter 2

Description of the Spectrograph



2.1 Introduction

The spectrograph to be described utilises trays 
of neon flash tubes as detectors above and below the 
field of a permanent magnet. The trays (fig.2.6.(i) )
consist of horizontal layers of tubes separated by 
sheet electrodes. A few micro-seconds after the 
passage of a particle, a pulse of 7 K.V.cm is 
applied across each layer, and the tubes through which 
the particle passed may flash. These flashes are 
photographed, and the particle trajectory may be 
accurately determined.

Flash tube arrays have several advantages over 
cloud chambers when used in a momentum spectrograph*

(i) They may be easily constructed to cover a 
large solid angle of acceptance of particles.

(ii) They are stable and reliable in operation, 
having no moving parts.

(iii) The error of angular measurement, may
be determined objectively and accurately (chapter 3)* 
and does not vary with temperature or humidity.

(iv) When used in the way to be described, no 
contribution to CT£ is made by optical distortion in 
the recording system.



Throughout, the notation used by Gardener et al.
(1957) will be used. That is, the characteristics
of the pulse applied across the layers will be
described in terms of the delay, TD between the
passage of the particle and the application of the
pulse; its rise-time, Tn ; length, 'f ; and height,K
E v Also the absolute efficiency, T) , of a tube 
is defined as the ratio of the number of times it 
flashes to the number of particles passing through it 
and the layer efficiency of a set of tubes as the 
ratio of the number of flashes in a layer to the 
number of particles passing through it.



2.2 Description of the Spectrograph

The instrument is shown diagrammatically in 
fig. 2.2.(i), and consists of neon flash tube trays

triggered by a fourfold coincidence of the geiger 
counter trays (A, B, C and D) which define the solid 
angle of acceptance of the spectrograph. This was 
chosen to give a statistically high flux of particles 
with momentum in the range to be investigated, and to 
permit use only of a sensibly uniform region of the

thick between the lowest flash tube tray and the counter 
tray D imposes a cut-off of 0.7 Gev/c in the momentum of 
the particles accepted.

The flashes are recorded photographically through 
a mirror system which permits of two trays being 
photographed by one camera, making analysis easier and 
reducing considerably the required dimensions of the 
camera supports. A mechanical counter is photographed 
by each camera to correlate the data. The inclination 
of each trajectory to a chosen axis is determined, and 
the momentum of the particle estimated using the

(0, P, Q and R), two above and two below the field of
a permanent magnet (m ). The flash tubes are

magnetic field. A layer of lead
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relation

J?c = fi H fél) (2 .2 .1 )

where p is the momentum of the Relativistic) particle 
of single electronic charge e e.s.u. moving in a plane

/dLS\perpendicular to a magnetic field H oersteds. f J is 
the radius of curvature of the path (cm.) at the point 
considered, ds being the arc length along the path, and 
O  the angle between the path and the y-axis, defined 

as a line passing through the centres of the tube arrays 
and the magnet gap. Further

= d̂ _
C o S ©

( 2 . 2 . 2 )

Hence, if ÍZ Hdy is constant over the whole of the
region occupied by the trajectory of the particle, 
equation (2.2.1) may be written

â f  H (Uf
p c  r --- 2Z.

d©
(2.2.3)

where 0 r> 0 4  are the angles of the track of the
particle above and below the field, and

✓•+■00
Hdy i s

the vertical line integral of the field intensity 
measured right through the magnetic field, including



the fringing field. An accurate knowledge of the 
variation of the magnetic field is therefore 
required.

2.3 The Magnet

This is a double-yoke permanent magnet, originally
designed by Cousins and Nash (l959)> and illustrated in
fig. 2.3.(i). It was designed to give a maximum value / +0o
of Ĵ gg Hdy for a given quantity of magnetic alloy, : 
and a given gap size. The basic data are:- (L - M), 
iron circuit =  h9 in.; G= 1.27 in., (chosen as a 
compromise between a high value of i/_oo Hdy and a 
large flux of high;momentum particles, the solid angle 
subtended by the gap being ) , M = 16.8 in,;
volume of alcomax 687 cu.in., , a = 6.6 in. The pole 
faces are £ in. thick, and of cross section 2.2 in. x 
2.2 in. They are fixed to the pole pieces by brass 
bolts which screw into them to a depth of \ in,, air 
gaps being eliminated by griding the faces ofthe pole 
pieces which contact the yoke and pole tips. The yoke 
consists of four main arms and two short sections, one 
in each of the arms of the yoke parallel to the pole 
pieces, of such a size that the gap may be made a 
minimum of in. Bolts passing through these short 
sections are used to clamp the yoke at the corners.



S IDE  VIEW PLAN

FIG. 2,3.(j^ THE MAGNET.



The magnet was energised by placing coils on the 
poles, and packing the air gap tightly with soft iron 
bars, 128,000 ampere turns were employed, and a small 
demagnetizing field applied after magnetization.

Measurements of the variation of the field in a 
plane through the centre of the gap and parallel to the 
pole faces were made by Cousins and Nash using a search 
coil of small cross sectional area, and a Pye fluxmeter; 
the results are shown in basic form in fig. 2.3.(ii) which 
is a plot of the equipotential surfaces. Fig. 2.3.(iii) 
shows the variation of the field along the central 
vertical path, which is typical of that for other '
vertical paths. Over a strip 12 cm. wide, the centre 
of the region being the vertical which passes through 
the centre of the magnet gap, graphical integration gives 
j Hdy = 109.0 kilo-oersted cm. These measurements 

have been checked, and no changes of greater than 1$ 
detected, indicating the high stability of the magnet 
against time variations in field.

2.4 Manufacture of Flash Tube Arrays

The specifications of the tubes used in this 
experiment are based on the design considerations of
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Gardener et al, (1957)» Ashton et al. (1958), and 
Coxell and Wolfendale (i960). The chief requirement 
was a high probability of flashing for a pulse applied 
some 5 jJU sec. after the passage of the particle, since 
this was the delay expected in the experiment. Tubes 
of internal diameter 0.6 cm. and wall thickness 0.07 cm. 
are the smallest which can conveniently be manipulated 
during manufacture, and the final flash tube specifications 
arei-

Mean internal diameter 
Mean external diameter 
Residual air pressure 
Pressure of neon (comm<

The constitution of commercial neon is:-
GAS CONCENTRATION
■Ne (98 + 0.2) io
He (2 1 0.2) io
0 10 vol. per million
N 100-200 vol. per million

5.9 mm•
7.3 mm•

^  I O "̂o'WW'L , H

■cial) 2.3 7T.

The tubes were constructed of X8 soda glass, and 
their characteristics are given in figs. 2.4.(i) and 
2.4.(ii). The former shows the variation of absolute
efficiency, , with the field in KV cm.”\  under
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1 6 .

conditions expected to be fulfilled in the running of 
the spectrograph, and the latter the variation of

In the manufacture of the tubes, lengths of 
soda glass were selected so that they were straight 
to wiftiin 0.5 mm., and had external diameter in the 
range 7.0 - 7.5 mm. After cutting to the appropriate 
length, the glass was washed with tap water, chromic 
acid, and distilled water, and allowed to dry completely.
A constriction of uniform wall thickness equal to that 
of the tube was made close to one end, and the other end 
sealed and carefully flattened.

The tubes were sealed on to a manifold, evacuated
-5to a final pressure of 10 mm. of mercury, and

filled with commercial neon to a pressure maintained 
at 65 cm. of mercury. After allowing one hour for 
complete diffusion of gas throughout the system, each 
tube in turn was immersed to approximately two-thirds of 
its length in liquid nitrogen, and temperature equilibrium 
established. While still in'the nitrogen, it was 
sealed off at the constriction and allowed to return to

with "̂ D ; E max. = 8.5 KV cm. TR = 0.5 yU, sec.,

room temperature



The relation giving the final pressure attained
is : -

pi M  . ( J t o _ Pii0■— — « *T *” ■—
‘2 . 7 3 - 1 ^ 5 - i  a . 7 3  2 0  •2.7 3 + 2-0

J}0 is the length of tube (from flattened to constricted 
end)j jLl is the length immersed in liquid nitrogenj 
pi is the pressure of gas in the tube while immersed} 
and fa is the final pressure when the tubes attain 
room temperature.

As the tubes are photo-sensitive, and likely to be 
triggered by photons from adjacent tubes, they were 
cleaned and painted black, allowing them to dry while 
hanging vertically, so that the paint was uniformly 
distributed on their surface. This was to prevent 
errors of location when they were subsequently rested 
on supports in the spectrograph.

2.5 Testing of the Tubes

Each batch of tubes was tested in the. following 
way. A geiger counter telescope traced particle 
trajectories through a tray of tubes consisting of 
5 layers, with 12 tubes in each. The characteristics 
of the pulse applied across the tubes were those



expected in. the running of the spectrograph,
£  = 8.5 KV cm. 1, TR = 0.5 sec.,

= 3*0 jji sec., and TD = 3*5 yU. sec. The flashes 
were recorded photographically, approximately 100 
particles being observed for each batch. Typical 
events are shown in fig. 2.5.(i). To find the mean 
efficiency, the results of events involving single 
particles only were analysed, neglecting obvious 
knock-on and shower particles. The results are shown 
in table 2.5»(a), and a typical histogram of the 
number of events involving 0, 1, 2, flashes is shown 
in fig. 2.5«(ii).

Table 2.5.(a)

Batch 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Mean(^)
layer
effi
ciency

70±2 67-2 69-2 66Ì2 68±2 65^2 68-2 68±2 65±2 66-2

Mean
absolute
effi
ciency

92 Ì 2J»

For each batch, with the film in the same position, 
the tubes were triggered until all were expected to have 
flashed at least 20 times. Any "dead" tubes were 
rejected, as were any which flashed spuriously, i.e. had 
continually produced a flash inconsistent with the 
trajectory indicated.
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2.6 The Tube Trays

The requirements were that the tubes should be 
mounted rigidly parallel to one another with their 
centres accurately located. They are mounted on 
slotted strips in trays consisting of angle and sheet 
dural, 3/l6’ in. and \ in. thick respectively, see 
fig. 2.6(i). Wherever possible, the sides were 
machined together, and the completed trays are square 
to Í 1/500 in. The slots were cut 0.800 -*0025 cm. 
apart in dural of cross-section •§• in. x f- in. , which 
is sufficiently rigid to prevent sag when under ioad. 
The strips were mounted 1.^70 cm. apart in slots cut 
in in. brass strip, so that they could easily be 
moved laterally, and clamped in any desired position. 
The tubes were held in position by foam rubber strip, 
which served this purpose without distorting the 
supports.

The electrodes consisted of aluminium foil of 
thickness l/lOOO in. stretched on a tufnol "picture- 
frame”. In this way, scattering in the spectrograph 
is reduced to a minimum, and the uniformity of the 
field applied to the tubes is comparable with that 
attainable using thicker and more rigid plates.



The relation giving the final pressure attained
is t -

I7*' -f. ¿4° . (2.4.1)
*2.73-195.3 » 7S *+

is the length of tube (from flattened to constricted 
end) } JL\, is the length immersed in liquid nitrogen; 
j>l is the pressure of gas in the tube while immersed; 
and is the final pressure when the tubes attain
room temperature.

As the tubes are photo-sensitive, and likely to be 
triggered by photons from adjacent tubes, they were 
cleaned and painted black, allowing them to dry while 
hanging vertically, so that the paint was uniformly 
distributed on their surface. This was to prevent 
errors of location when they were subsequently rested 
on supports in the spectrograph.

2.5 Testing of the Tubes

Each batch of tubes was tested in the. following 
way. A geiger counter telescope traced particle 
trajectories through a tray of tubes consisting of 
5 layers, with 12 tubes in each. The characteristics 
of the pulse applied across the tubes were those
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Electrical contact with the electrodes is made through 
copper foil held firmly in contact with them.

It is important that the tubes at each of the 
recording levels in the spectrograph be accurately 
parallel to one another. A rectangle, two of the sides 
of which were accurately parallel to the tubes, was 
scribed on the top of the trays (fig. 2.6.(ii) ).
The co-ordinates of the corners of the rectangle were 
accurately known with respect to the centre of each 
tube. Circles of known radius were drawn with these 
corners as centre, the points of intersection of these 
circles being G^ and Ĝ » whose co-ordinates are again 
accurately known with respect to the tube centres and 
the grids g^ and gg which consist of lines scribed 
1/100 in. apart. Holes of diameter 2 mm. were drilled 
with and Ĝ  as centre. Two plumb lines, forming 
a vertical plane with respect to the defining counters, 
could be hung through the holes, and by moving each 
framework until the plumb lines had the same co-ordinates 
with respect to g^ and g^ at each level, the tubes could 
be made parallel to one another to - 4/1000 in. The 
trays could also be moved in a vertical plane to any 
desired position, and thus the tube centres form an 
accurately known co-ordinate system within the spectro-
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graph. This is important, since the spectrograph 
was to be operated at various zenith angles, and the 
use of plumb lines for reference in analysis would 
have been impracticable.

2.7 The Electronic Circuits

The electronic circuits associated with the 
spectrograph are shown in block diagram form in 
fig. 2.7*(i). The coincidence circuit is of the 
Rossi type, and the coincidence pulse is fed to the 
high voltage pulse generator shown in detail in 
fig. 2.7*(ii). In this a positive pulse of height 
7 K.V., rise-time 0.4 yttsec. and length 3 yixsec. is 
produced by discharging a capacitance of 0.012yU-F 
through a hydrogen filled thyratron and the primary 
of a pulse transformer, and fed to the trigger 
electrodes of three trigatrons (CV 85)* The 100 KJL 
resistor serves to prevent quenching of the trigger 
voltage across the trigger gaps. A capacitance of
0.08H F is discharged through each trigatron and the 
primary of a-pulse transformer, the resulting pulse 
of height 11 K.V. , rise-time 0.5 JJL sec. and length 
4 jX sec. being fed to the electrodes of the tube
trays from a tapping point on a resistor chain, R.
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The tube efficiency does not depend critically on the 
value of this load. A further stage after the XH8 is 
required to charge as rapidly as is practicable the 
capacity (1000 pf) of the large tube trays. These 
are fed by two separate trigatrons, the two small 
trays from a third. The overall time-delay from the 
passage of the particle through the counter telescope 
and the application of the high voltage pulse is
3.5 JA* sec.

A cycling unit (fig. 2.7.(iii) ), whose operation 
is initiated by the coincidence pulse, performs the 
following operations:-

1. The negative input pulse momentarily cuts off 
the anode current of the valve.

2. ’ The relay R1 flies open, closing contacts R1A 
and RIB. Because R1A is closed, R1 is held off.

3. Closure of RIB starts the cycling unit motor 
(C.U.). Micro-switch (M.S.) (b) is closed.

4. The starting of C.U. shuts relay R2 .(normally 
open). This closes contact R2A, shorting to earth 
further coincidence pulses, thus paralysing the 
apparatus. '

*

5* A cam on C.U. opens M.S.(a), resetting Rl,
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opening R1A and RIB. C.U. continues to run, the cam 
reclosing M.S.(a).

6. M.S.(e) is closed for 9 secs, by the cam on 
C.U., illuminating the reference counters.

7. The cam on C.U. closes M.S.(c), starting the 
camera motor (C.M.).

8. A cam on C.M. closes M.S.(d) and the cam on 
C.U. opens M.S.(c).

9. The cam on C.M. opens M.S.(d), and it stops.
10. The cam on C.U. re-opens M.S.(b), stopping

itself and re-sensitising the apparatus by opening 
R2A.



Chapter 3

A Computer Method for the Analysis of Flash
Tube Data



3.1 Introduction

The analysis of data from flash tube spectrographs 
is difficult and laborious when maximum resolution is 
required. In this chapter is described a method of 
analysis using a digital computer, which is faster, 
more accurate, and more reliable than previous methods.

The computer has been programmed primarily to 
analyse the results obtained with the flash tube 
momentum spectrograph at Nottingham, but the principle 
is probably applicable to other projects employing 
flash tubes, in particular those investigating extensive 
showers•

The speed of the computer analysis has facilitated 
a close study of the design considerations of flash 
tube arrays. These considerations are found in the 
Appendix.

3.2 Previous Methods

Methods of analysis previously contemplated have 
involved either the computation of the best line 
through the centres of tubes which flashed, or the 
adjustment of a thread over a scale diagram or



2.5.

reprojection of the array to give the best estimate 
of track direction. Whilst the former method is 
objective it has not found practical use since the 
accuracy is impaired by the inability to utilise 
knowledge of the tube dimensions and those layers in 
which a tube did not flash. The latter method is 
potentially more accurate since it is capable of 
using this information, but it is subjective, slow, 
and laborious.

In order to use a knowledge of the tube dimensions 
it is necessary to assume a distribution function P(©) 
for the probability of flashing, when a particle 
traverses a tube a distance © from its centre. A 
method which assumes that P(©) is unity for all © 
within the tube and zero outside was described by 
Ashton et al. (1958), but difficulties are encountered 
because events frequently occur which are inconsistent 
with this assumption. Ashton (1959) described a 
method for which the criterion of the best line is 
that it should have maximum path length in the flashed 
tubes. This effectively assumes a P(©) for the flashed 
tubes which is consistent with that measured by 
Ashton et al. (1958) for low pressure tubes. However



the treatment of layers in which a tube did not flash 
is not clear, nor is it apparent how this criterion 
was applied in practice.

A recent method mentioned by Ashton et al. (i960) 
assumes that for high pressure tubes P(o) is unity for

where ^  is smaller than the tube 
radius, and that it falls in an undefined manner to 
zero at the tube edge.

The analysis to be described extends these method 
by using, ix/an objective way, the measured P(o) for 
both flashed and unflashed tubes. The measured P(o) 
automatically accounts for the effects of random 
variations in tube diameter.

3.3 ■ Computer method of analysis

The type of array considered is typical of those 
used in momentum spectrographs and is illustrated in 
fig. 3*3»(i)» I* consists of two trays separated by 
a distance D, each consisting of N layers of tubes 
separated by a distance S. The internal diameter of 
the tubes is A  and the horizontal separation between 
their centres (* .
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Cartesian coordinate axes are constructed, the 
x-axis horizontal and perpendicular to the length of 
the tubes. The layers and tubes are numbered as in 
fig» 3.3.(i), the edge of the i layer being a 
distance from the y-axis. The number of the tube 
which flashed in the i layer is designated . 
Failure of a tube to flash in the i layer is 
indicated by setting = 0.

If k is the number of the highest layer in which
a tube flashed (i.e. H, / 0; and H = 0  for allk r
layers for which r > k), and similarly j is the 
number of the lowest layer in which a tube flashed 
(i.e. H. / 0 and H = 0  for r < j), the gradient

J ^

(Aq) and intercept on the y-axis ( )  of the trajectory 
may be represented by the equations»

J^O ■- ( H K~  H j )  -f- C G K -  j  ) -f

and
A< = V  + s j +

where and are unknown fractional distances
across the H, and H.th tube respectively.

The probability of a tube flashing in the i 
layer is a function of the intercept on that

in

layer. If £ is measured in units of t



the integral part determines the unit which the 
trajectory crossed, and the fractional part the 
probability of the tube flashing. The variation of 
probability of flashing across the tube diameter can 
be determined experimentally (section 3), and for an 
assumed oi and f  • $ i is calculated:

d . r Vc, -
$ * a T t

and the probability of obtaining the observed value 
of computed. This can be repeated at each of
the 2N levels, the product of such probabilities 
being an estimate of the merit of the assumed line 
as a representation of the actual trajectory. A 
number of such trial lines may be tested in this way, 
and the values of and ^ selected which corres
pond to the line which gives the greatest probability 
of flashing the observed group of tubes. This line 
is referred to as the 'most probable trajectory' or
m.p.t.

Each combination of oC and ^ defines a line 
with an associated probability p of producing 
the observed group of values. This is illustra
ted by an p* , f3 diagram (fig. 3.3. (ii) ), the 
contours of which are the loci of lines having an 
equal probability of representing the actual trajectory
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Figure 3.3.(iii) is a cross-section of this diagram 
showing the variation of the probability as a 
function of cK , maintaining constant. Several 
of these diagrams have been constructed and it is 
apparent that all are uni-modal, smooth, and approxi 
mately symmetrical curves. A direct result of this 
behaviour is that it has enabled a quicker and 
equally accurate 'jump' method to be developed.

Initially a small number of lines )
tried, and that with the greatest probability 
occurrence selected, say f |S' . Keeping

Is' (Constant), two new lines are tried, 
which = e?</'+ S , and o( = ©< '—  S
probability of each line is computed, and the 
of adjusted such that

are
of

for
The
value

s* <<' -h 8
c* " £■

£. c*' - 8

According to which 
gives rise to the 
greatest probability

This is repeated keeping ©C *. ©< " (constant), so as 
to arrive at a new value of ^ * . The cycle is 
now repeated several times with decreasing values of 
$ . In fig. 3*3»(ii) the crosses represent the 

initial trial lines, the circles the various lines 
tried during the ‘jump stages’, and the dotted lines



Indicate the path followed during these stages.
The necessary number of trial lines, jump stages 
and their magnitude will be discussed in section 3»^ 
where specific consideration is given to errors.

The method has been applied in particular to 
data from the Nottingham spectrograph. In this 
apparatus there are two identical arrays of the type 
discussed, symmetrically situated about the common 
x-axis at the centre of an air gap magnet. The 
dimensions of the apparatus are summarised in 
Table 3.3.(i).

Number of layers per tray, N s 5 :
Separation of trays, D = 95.38 cm.
Internal tube diameter, A = 0.59 cm.
Horizontal separation of tube 
centres, r = 0.800 cm

Vertical separation of tube 
centres, s = 1.^7 cm.

Vertical length over which field may be assumed constant, 1 16.5 cm.

TABLE 3.3.(i)



Each particle trajectory is independently analysed 
above and below the field and the angular deflection
assumed to occur at the x-axis may be deduced. The

the initial data. If the m.p.t. does not intersect 
the tube indicated, the computer prints the number of 
the layer at which the discrepancy occurred. This is 
useful because errors in interpreting the photographic 
records occur occasionally and knock-on electrons are 
not infrequent. The computer also detects occurren
ces when the m.p.t. does not satisfy the acceptance 
conditions imposed upon it. Again a characteristic 
fault number is recorded.

In this way the computer has successfully 
analysed results from the Nottingham spectrograph.
The accuracy achieved surpasses that for any previous 
method of analysis and will be discussed fully in 
section 3.4. Approximately 100 complete events may 
be analysed in 12 minutes.

Wolfendale (private communication) has pointed 
out that a further restriction may be applied to a 
trajectory in the particular case of a momentum 
spectrograph; as a consequence of the association of 
the initial and final trajectories.

may be used as a check on



If this condition is enforced, an increase in 
accuracy of the analysis might be expected. For 
high momentum particles it is reasonable to assume 
that multiple scattering is negligible and that the 
angular deflection is small. For low momentum 
particles, neither of these assumptions is justified 
and the treatment is more complicated. However, 
since these particles are analysed with sufficient 
accuracy without using this further criterion, we may 
consider only those particles showing small angular 
deflections in the preliminary analysis. It may be 
shown that the initial and final trajectories will 
coincide at

J «5 =  a  -  ' V ' / * ) .

where 1 is the vertical length over which the field 
may be assumed constant, and "Y is the angular 
deflection. The angle of incidence, i , is restric
ted by the acceptance conditions imposed on the 
apparatus and is usually small (e.g. ^ 0.1 radians
in the Nottingham spectrograph). 'tc is very small 
and will be approximately zero for high momentum 
particles.



If the preliminary 'jump analysis' indicates 
a small angular deflection, the particle is subjected 
to further analysis treating its two trajectories as 
dependent and intersecting at the x-axis. If the 
most probable initial and final trajectories are 
given by

y - a ; x. -f b i and
a  *  ** -+ i»j

then points are defined on two arbitrary levels
( -  y1) at

and
'* ¿ V -  k /̂<x\ ~ r- * p b .

Dc-i' -  C-a  -  bf)/ — F  E • £̂ *3 J

Similarly points are defined at y = 0, **̂ 3 —
in which p, k, and 1

take integral values from 0 to n, E is a constant
and A*- 2. £~. A complete trial trajectory is now

1 Z.
defined by its p,k, 1 values, and the associated 
probability W If the angular deflection
measured in the preliminary analysis is then
the angular deflection of any trial line is given by

- 'Y'y 1- d & C  •+ p+ K- 2 i).'Y'pKJl
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and the mean angular deflection may be defined as

2  'j'pKJl

5^
where the summation is over all values of p, k and 
1. This may be regarded as the best estimate of the 
angular deflection of the trajectory.

The magnitude of E is such that the limiting 
values of Y'pfc'jl considered have negligible 
probability of occurrence (fig. 3.3*v(v) )•
Since trajectories are tested for any
particle, the size of n is solely determined by the 
time taken in analysis.

3.4 Errors in Analysis of Flash
Tube Data

The errors arising in the analysis of flash 
tube data may be cohsidered in four categories»

(1) that in obtaining the best estimate of the 
actual trajectory;

(2) that introduced as a result of the best 
estimate not coinciding with the actual 
trajectory;

(3) that introduced by unavoidable defects of 
the apparatus.





(4) that introduced by errors in ?Cb) .

(3) and (4) will be considered in the Appendix.

Before considering the first two categories, 
it is necessary to establish a reasonable criterion 
for the 'best estimate'. It is assured that the 
salient parameter is the angle ^  which a trajectory 
makes with some reference direction. On the 
ei , ^ diagram a straight line inclined at 45° to 
the axes and passing through a point (oi, |S )
(fig. 3.4.(i) ) is the locus of points representing 
trajectories each with the same angle as the 
particular trajectory (erf, ̂ ). The error in angle 
s A  made if the point (eiif f$i) with an associated 
probability represents the actual trajectory is

<5 A  = 3 - / 3 Q +  Cf  o - ^ o )

where ( j$o) represents any estimate of the 
trajectory. The probability-of occurrence of such 
an error is proportional to , and we define the
quantity

/ V  '
z  n  s<tL

Z-Pt .
for many points )• The 'best estimate' of
the direction of the trajectory is defined such that
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- o ? that is, it is assumed to be the weighted 
mean of all possible directions. The computer is 
used to derive J > based on an assumed direction 
( ), and the 'best estimate' computed as:

$te> ~ <f>o +

(l) Errors in deriving <£y

It is time consuming and unnecessary to derive the 
actual 'best estimate', and in practice the m.p.t. is 
used as an approximation to it. Errors are introduced 
in this way, and also because the true m.p.t. may not
be found. Theiatter is dependent on the number and/
sizes of jump steps and the number of initial trial 
lines used in the analysis. This was investigated by 
analysing several trajectories using various values of 
these parameters. By comparing the probability of 
occurrence of each of the m.p.t.*s it was found that,
for a five-layer array, a reasonable compromise between

/■

time of analysis and accuracy was obtained when 16 trial 
lines and 3 jump stages were used. The magnitude of 
the successive jump steps was approximately in the 
ratio 2 : 1 with the first equal to half the distance 
between two trial lines (fig. 3.3*(ii) ).



( 2) Errors as a Result of the Non-coincidence of the 
Actual and the »Best Estimate of the Trajectory

These errors are inherent in all flash tube arrays, 
independent of the method of analysis. From the 
preceding discussion, a reasonable measure of this 
error is the mean square value of . &<j> , thus

2 PL C 6 ?)2- _  

Z ? i

When the m.p.t. is used as the estimate of the 
trajectory the errors due to (l) and (2) may be 
combined to give

<rb% =  Z  Pi C S 4 f - 
Z ?i

Using information from a ten layer array (table 3.3.(i) ), 
about 30 particles were analysed, and mean values of

C1C ^ “ ^ ' 3  i o ' 3 ) x / o ^ C

were deduced. The small difference indicates the 
effect introduced by the mode of analysis as discussed 
in (l).

A more direct measurement of the total error 
involved in analysis was obtained by simulating the 
passage through an array of a particle of.known



trajectory, and comparing directly the known and the 
measured angle. Whilst being more direct, it cannot 
distinguish between inherent and analysis error, and 
furthermore is less precise. It provides, neverthe
less, a reasonable check on the results of the previous 
method. Using 100 particles, a mean value of 
¿Tfc = ^ - 3  'O-^ c  was deduced for the
same ten layer array.

In the particular case of momentum spectrographs, 
the intercept method described in section 3*3 is of 
some interest. The inherent error of this method is 
determined by the spread of such probability versus 
angular deflection curves as shown in fig. 3«3*(-(v). 
This may be measured in terms of an r.m.s. error 
such that

0~~-y1' “  2L t'Y’pycJi) VJfrkrG. —

2  WpicJl ,

and has been computed for 12 particles traversing the 
Nottingham spectrograph giving = 0. This may
be compared with the inherent error
for the same particles when analysed not using this 
refinement. These figures are obtained using an 
effective ?le) for the spectrograph (section 3.5).



3•5 The Efficiency Distribution

The method of analysis described utilises the 
experimentally derived function Pie) • The nature 
of the distribution has been investigated by Ashton 
et al. (1958) in the case of tubes filled with neon 
at a pressure of 0.8 atmospheres. Using a similar 
procedure the distribution has been determined for 
the high pressure (2.4 atmospheres) tubes used in 
the Nottingham spectrograph.

The magnet was removed from the spectrograph, 
and the trajectories were defined by ten layers of 
tubes, viz. two or three layers in each of the four 
arrays. The intercepts on the remaining group of 
ten layers were obtained, and since it was known 
whether the appropriate tube flashed, the function 
Pie) could be derived. To increase the statistical 

precision, the events were re-analysed using the 
second group of ten layers to define the trajectory. 
In order to reduce errors due to scattering, trajec
tories were selected which had previously shown an 
angular deflection of less than 0.0005°. The 
experimental points obtained from 580 layer traversal 
are shown in fig. 3»5«(i).
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The measured distribution is broadened by- 
several factors, the most important being:

(1) Variations in tube diameters and random 
errors in locating the tubes.

(2) Knock-on electrons.

(3) Errors in locating the trays.

(4) Errors in determining 0 .

However, for the pltrpose of analysis of spectrograph 
data, only the effective probability distribution is 
required and this is obtained from the measured 
distribution corrected only for errors introduced by 
(4)l By a series of successive approximations, using a 
knowledge of the r.m.s. error (0 032. ± 0 003 
in measurements of & , the small correction for (4) 
was computed, and P(&)determined (fig. 3»5»(i) ).
It is not necessary to correct for (l), (2), and (3) 
because these will inevitably be present in any 
measurements made by the array, and actually contribute 
to the effective distribution.



3.6 Conclusion

The computer method has several advantages, 
the most important of which are the following!-
(i) The trajectory (m.p.t.) of a particle may be 
computed in 0.06 minute. In a spectrograph very 
high momentum particles may be automatically
reanalysed using the intercept method with a 
consequent 20$ gain in accuracy.

(ii) The method objectively uses all the information 
available, and its accuracy surpasses that of previous 
methods even if the m.p.t. is used as an estimate.
At the expense of a further 0.25 minute a trajectory 
can be analysed with negligibly small errors due to 
the mode of analysis. Furthermore it is possible to 
determine the angular error with considerable accuracy.

(iii) The method is extremely flexible, enabling any 
stage of the calculation to be recorded (e.g. the 
intercept of a trajectory at each level as in the

additions to the programme may be made with ease. 

The speed, accuracy, and flexibility of the

and minor amendments and

method may be used to particular advantage in array 
design (Appendix). These advantages are also expected



Chapter 4

Results and Conclusions



4.1 Introduction

In this chapter an investigation will he 
described to determine whether the sea level spectra 
of* muons at zenith angles of* 0°, 30°W and 45°W in the 
range 0.7 - 30 Gev/c can be explained simultaneously 
by processes involving an inverse power law momentum 
distribution at production, which is assumed to occur 
at a single level in the atmosphere, and the retention 
by the muons of* the direction of the parent 7T -mesons

The data were recorded by re-projecting the 
photographic records on to a scale dia'gram of the 
flash tube arrays, and noting the co-ordinates of the 
tubes which had flashed. If ambiguity occurred 
because of the flashing of more than one tube in a 
layer, the event was rejected. However, many of the 
events in which two adjacent tubes had flashed could 
be interpreted unambiguously, and were accepted. As 
the probability of knock-on electron or shower 
production.is not momentum sensitive in the range 
under investigation (Fowler and Wolfendale, (1958) ), 
no bias is introduced by this arbitrary acceptance 
condition. The results were analysed using the



method described in chapter 3» trajectories showing 
an intercept difference of ^  10 mm. at the x-axis 
being regarded as unassociated, and in all 1052,
1010 and 1033 particles were accepted at 45°W,
30°W and 0° respectively. The overall evaluation 
of the muon production spectrum is thus based on the 
observation of 3095 particles, which consist of at 
least 99*5% muons, this being ensured by the 47*3 cm. 
of lead above the lower tray of geiger counters.



4.2 Measurement of Errors due to Multiple
Scattering

The magnetic deflection, , of a particle
of momentum jp traversing the spectrograph is given 
by

-

and its r.m.s. projected angle of scattering ^ &S> -̂s

(1 )
p

<0S> - 1 K t-Va' (2)
VÜT* J* p>

where K = 22 Mev., and t is the thickness in radiation 
lengths of material traversed. . The sum is taken over 
the material in the trays P, Q and the geiger counters 
B, C, which contributes to <e*> ■ Thus the ratio
<e>s>/eM is

<es> _ I 2L .j.
©M  v/z? "300 Hd& £

(3)

which for £ I , i.e. jp > o*Ç is a constant,
independent of momentum.



The value of <0S> for the spectrograph was 
calculated by integrating (2) over the range 
0'7<£«a^  —  oo for the sea level momentum spectrum 
corrected for scattering in and out of the instrument 
(see 4.3)* The value obtained is ^ ©5 ̂  as 
2.97 x 10”  ̂radians. Combining this with the error 
in deflection measurement, CTy, = 1.15 x 10 radians
(chapter 3) gives a value C5~ = 3*18 x 10 radians
to be expected for the "no field" distribution in 
angular deflection, T  • The measured distribution, 
based on 214 events, is shown in figure 4.2.(i).
It is seen to be approximately normal, and has a 
standard deviation, Cf" = (3»21 - 0.27) x 10 ^ radians. 
The good agreement with the value predicted is taken to 
indicate an accurate assessment of the thickness, t, of 
scattering material contributing to

Assuming this value of t, a value of 
0.177 was calculated using equation (3)* This value, 
and that of * was checked using the method of
Ashton (1959)• The "no field" distribution in intercept 
differences on the x-axis of the two halves of a 
trajectory (figure 4.2.(ii) ) is again seen to be 
approximately normal, justifying the following procedure.
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At any momentumi

<J-X* - 2 D K O  f  ^

where CT̂  is the r.m.s. value of the intercept 
difference, I (figure 4.2.(iii) ) due to errors of 
deflection measurement and scattering, is the
r.m.s. projected scattering angle in one half of the 
spectrograph, D is the distance between the x-axis 
and the centre of gravity of the scattering material 
(20 cms.), and O~0 is the r.m.s. value of I due 
only to errors in deflection measurement.
From equation (3)¡'

¿O*'* = «■ ( where ( © 5 > s \j2 ©>■
Bm

i.e. CT^ = K |a t>'2’© /i  ■+ CTj2-

x. A ■*-A graph of versus &/vi is shown in
figure 4.2.(iv). The gradient gives K- = 0.19^0.02(

*to~xand the intercept CT0 zz ^1' 3 4  - O ' i o )  ,
giving

o - y  -  \T £  cr0 ^ 0 * 2 5  i  o -io ')  X  Co 3
r  H

The agreement with theoretical calculations is good, 
and the values * 0-»77 and CTy
ZZ 1*15 X radians have been employed
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throughout. Using the r.m.s. error in deflection 
measurement, the m.d.m. (chapter l) of the spectro
graph is 28.5 Gev/c.

4.3 Calculation of the Magnetic and 
Scattering Correction Factors

As with all spectrographs of the type used, 
there is a finite probability of loss of particles 
from the solid angle of the instrument due to 
multiple scattering and magnetic deflection. The 
basic geometry of the spectrograph is shown in 
figure 4.3*(i)* the solid angle being defined by the 
lengths indicated. Any particles falling outside 
these limits were rejected in analysis. The problem 
is to find the probability of acceptance of a particle 
of momentum p, compared with that for a particle of 
p = OO . Treating the scattering deflections in 
the front and back planes as iiidependent, which is 
justified for the small angles considered, four causes 
of loss of particles may occurs
by (l) Magnetic deflection in the front plane beyond 

the central 36 cm. of D
(2) Scattering in the front plane beyond the total
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length of D by the lead and tray R, 
assumed to be concentrated at a horizontal 
line through the centre of gravity of the 
lead; resulting in non-registration of 
the particle by the coincidence circuit.

(3) Scattering in the front plane beyond the 
central 36 cm. of D by all the material 
except the lead, (i.e. A, B, C, 0, P, Q) 
assumed to be concentrated at the central 
line of the magnetic field.

(4) Scattering in the back plane beyond the 
limits of D by all the material.

Particles may also be deflected into the solid angle 
by processes like (l), (3) and (4).

The probability of acceptance as a function of 
momentum was determined by computer programmes.

1For the purposes of computation, lines representing 
the counters B and C were divided into 50 equal parts 
in the front plane, and 25 in the back plane. Then 
the lines joining each combination represent particles 
with p = 00 . In calculating the probability,
Po, of scattering out, only trajectories falling inside 
the solid angle were considered, and assuming a Co^&



variation of intensity with inclination to the 
vertical, Po was determined using the ogive to the 
normal curve. To calculate the probability, Pj- of 
scattering in, only those trajectories falling outside 
the solid angle were considered, and Pi determined 
in the same way. The magnetic correction factor was 
calculated by a similar process to that described above 
and the scattering, magnetic, and resultant correction 
factors are shown as a function of momentum in 
figures 4. 3 • ( i )<L, (ii) an<̂  (iii) respectively. Any 
theoretical spectrum must be multiplied by the 
resultant correction factor before comparison with 
the experimental results.

4.4. Derivation of Comparison Spectra

Following the method of Moroney and Parry (1954), 
theoretical deflection spectra were calculated for 
muons arriving at zenith angles of 30 and 45 . The 
survival probability,

(V (*o , K , e) -  1 _  6 )
i Jo K x ) J

represents the probability that a muon will survive 
to sea level with a momentum Po at a zenith angle Q
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after production at a distance x q cm. from sea level, 
measured along its path. p(x) represents the 
momentum in y-c a distance x cm. along the path,

is the proper mean life of the muon (2.25 x 10~^sec.) 
and y, its rest mass (207 electron masses).

In the evaluation of the survival probabilities, 
the variation of pressure with height was assumed to 
be that for the International Standard Atmosphere 
(Admiralty Weather Manual, 1953» P.l45), additional 
high altitude data being taken from Spencer and Dow 
(1954). The rate of energy loss in the atmosphere 
was assumed to be 2.2 Mev per gm/cm , which is a good 
approximation in the range 3 - 40 Gev/c, and the 
integral (l) was evaluated graphically for 7 values of 
Pq between 0.7 and 40 Gev/c. In this way a set of 
curves representing the variation of survival proba
bility with production depth was constructed.

t ■

As a first approximation, the muon momentum 
distribution at production given by Moroney and Parry 
was assumed, i.e»

hJ ((0 = fc- ^  s^f> C-^Ais).

where K is a constant, and r is the depth in gm. cm“2.



from the top of the atmosphere measured along the 
path. This assumes that muon production varies with 
depth in a similar way to the absorption of the 
primary protons. Then the sea level spectra were 
evaluated by integrating numerically through the 
atmosphere the product of survival probability and 
production spectrum. The resulting spectra were 
converted into deflection distributions, and 
normalised to a total of 1,000 particles in the range 
0*7 Gev/c —  ©O .

To determine whether there is a significant
difference between the above process of extended muon
production, and a simpler process involving production

_2at 'T ~ 100 gm. cm ., sea level spectra were evaluated 
on the second assumption, using a momentum distribution 
at production of the forms

~ ^ b
# •

These spectra were normalised as before, and the sea 
level deflection distributions at zenith angles of 
30° and 45° are compared in figures 4.4.(i) and 
4.4.(ii). It is apparent that there is good agreement 
between the distributions calculated assuming either
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It is also known that theproduction process, 
distribution for muons arriving vertically is
adequately explained by production at a single level 
in the momentum range considered (Janossy and Wilson 
(1946) ), and as the assumption of this process 
considerably simplifies the calculation of theoretical 
deflection distributions for comparison with 
experimental results, it was employed throughout the 
following work.

Deflection distributions at zenith angles of 0°, 
30° and 45° were calculated for muon production 
spectrum exponents, , in range 2.5 - 3«3* These 
were multiplied by the overall correction factor 
(fig. 4.3»(iii) )j broadened in the usual way for the 
known errors in deflection measurement, including those 
due to scattering, and compared with the experimental 
measurements using the 'jC*' test (fig. 4.5. (i) ).
In tables 4.4.(i), (ii) and (iî -) the theoretical and 
experimental results are compared, for the relevant 
wbest-fit” value of JC . In addition, at 0°, the 
experimental results are compared with those of Owen 
and Wilson (1955)* which are now regarded as standard 
in the range 1 - 2 0  Gev/c. The associated value of 
yi*" would be



**/ = 2,880°,

Deflection Expectedxnxervai 
(Radians x 10^)

Interval 
(Gev/c.)

Ob
served Owen

and
Wilson

y
= 2.88

O - iz 2,7' Z5 — 00 43-4-7 4-0 ST512 - 48 6.81 - 27.25 207.6 228.0 226.3

•p
- 00 1 oo •P
- 3.89 - 6.81 159.3 158.8 158.9

84 - 120 2.725 - 3.89 129.1 125.9 113.1

120 - 156 2.1 - 2.725 101.0 99.72 105.1

156 - 204 1.6 - 2.1 101.7 104.0 98.29

204 - 288 1.14 - 1.6 115.1 125.5 II8.9

288 - 432 O.76 - 1.14 97.22 105.37 96.01

Table 4.4.(i)



*30°, 7 = -3.03

Deflection 
Interval . 

(Radians x 10 /
Momentum 
Interval 
(Gev/c.) Observed Expected

0 1 H ro 27.25 - 00 3^.73 32.01

1 2 - 48 6.81 - 27.25 252.0 246.0

48 - 96 3.41 - 6.81 222.0 225.6

96 - 132 2.48 - 3.4l 73.6 79.81

132 - 168 1.95 - 2.48 91.66 94.31

168 - 204 1.60 - I.95 61.91 69.3^

204 - 276 1.18 - 1.60 95.61 87.90

324 - 468 0.70 - 1.01 79.33 73.16

Table 4.4. fii)

It will be noted that in the evaluation of JC2" for the 
30° spectrum, a deflection group making an abnormal 
contribution to xx has not been considered. This is 
statistically justified by the procedure adopted by 
Davis and Nelson (1937), and Wilson (1952).



b f t_ l 2.75

Deflection 
Interval r 

(Radians x 10 )
Momentum 
Interval 
(Gev/c.)

Observed Expected

0 - 1 2 27.25 - 00 49.41 60.32

12 - 48 6.81 - 27.25 238.9 263.2

48 - 84 3.89 - 6.81 198.6 183-7

84 - 120 2.725 - 3.89 140.1 136.4

120 - 156 2.1 - 2.725 119.5 124.6

156 - 204 1.6 - 2.1 75-93 85.93

204 - 288 1.14 - 1.6 68.09 71.97

288 - 432 O.76 - 1.14 81.73 89.16

Table 4,4.(ill)

exceeded for 54$ of random samples of 1,000 events drawn 
from the Owen and Wilson distribution. This is taken 
to indicate good agreement between the present results 
and the standard vertical spectrum.
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4.5 Discussion, and Comparison with
Other Work

The "best fit" momentum spectrum of muons at sea 
level in the vertical direction is given in fig. 4.5. (ij) 
where it is compared with that of Owen and Wilson and 
Caro et al., and in fig. 4.5. (iii). the vertical and 
inclined spectra are given; the 30° spectrum being 
compared with that of Moroney and Parry obtained using 
the same spectrograph as Caro et al. It is seen that 
the divergences between the present results and those 
of Moroney and Parry are similar to those between the 
Owen and Wilson spectrum and that of Caro et al., which 
is too high at low momenta, and low at momenta above 
approximately 6 Gev/c. Doubt has been expressed, in 
particular by Pine et al. (i960), on the accuracy of 
the Caro et al. spectrum, and it is not unreasonable to
expect that the spectra at various zenith angles are

*also liable to error. A possible cause of this.error 
lies in the corrections applied for magnetic cut-off 
and scattering out at low momenta. It may be noted 
that the most frequently used normalisation point at 
1 Gev/c lies in the region where errors in the correc
tions would be important, and where statistical
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accuracy is relatively poor. These effects are more 
important when the best line is drawn through a set of 
points than when the significance of the agreement 
between theoretical and experimental distributions is 
tested statistically.

No significant tendency has been found for an 
increased intensity at low momenta at 30° and 45° due 
to multiple scattering in the atmosphere (tables 
4.4.(i), (ii) and (iii) )• This effect would be 
expected on the theoretical predictions of Maeda (i960).
It should be noted that Moroney and Parry, assuming a 
muon production spectrum of exponent - 3.0* indicated 
that scattering would provide the 50$ correction necessary 
to account for their results at 60°, whereas Maeda also 
finds agreement using Sands’ production spectrum of 
exponent - 3.58. Sands’ spectrum predicts sea level 
intensities at 30° and 60° some 25$ and 40$ lower 
respectively than those predicted at 1 Gev/c by that of 
exponent - 3*0.

Values of "n" have been calculated from the "best 
fit" spectra assuming the relation

x 0  • x0



given by Budini and Moliere (1952), where I ±s the
°P

intensity of muons with momentum p in the vertical
direction, and is the intensity at a zenith

P
angle 0. The theoretical curve of Budini and Moliere
is compared with the experimental results of Moroney
and Parry and those of the present work in fig. 4.5.(iii)$^
The good agreement justifies the assumption by Cousins
et al. (1957) of the validity of the theoretical
curve in their calculation of the variation of Mn"
with momentum for muons underground.

The overall ratio of positive to negative 
particles at the various zenith angles are given in 
table 4.5.(i), where they are compared with the values 
obtained by Owen and Wilson and Moroney and Parry in 
the range 0.7 - 30 Gev/c

Present
results Moronoy and 

Parry Owen
and Wilson

0° 1 .3 3  -  0 .1 0 1 .2 9  1 0.04 1 .3 2  i  0 .0 1

30° 1 .1 6  -  0 .1 1 1.36 ± 0.05

45° 1 .2 9  -  0 .1 0

Table HEET
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The errors quoted in the present results are root 
mean square values» and the agreement with other work 
is seen to be reasonable taking into account the 
limited statistical precision of the present results.

4.6 Conclusions

The conclusions of this investigation may be 
summarised as follows:
(1) The measured momentum spectrum of muons in the 
vertical direction agrees with that of Owen and Wilson 
and disagrees with that of Caro et al.

(2) The same form of discrepancy as in (l) occurs 
between the measured spectrum at 30°W and that of 
Moroney and Parry.

(3) Good agreement with the theoretical curve for the 
variation of Mnrt with momentum is obtained using the 
present results. #
(4) The sea level spectra at 0°, 30°, 45° may be 
simultaneously accounted for by assuming either single 
level or extended production of the muons, with a power 
law distribution in momentum at production of exponent 
- 2.94.



(5) No evidence has been found for an increase in 
intensity at low momenta due to multiple scattering 
in the atmosphere. Some doubt must be cast therefore 
on the calculations by Maeda of the effect of the 
scattering of muons in traversing the atmosphere.

Further evidence is required regarding (U) and 
(5 )} and this would be provided by spectrum measure
ments of high statistical precision at zenith angles 
of greater than 6 0°, and in particular in the
horizontal direction
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Appendix

The Design of Flash Tube Arrays



A.l. Introduction

The computer method of analysis has made possible 
a more complete investigation than previously contem
plated of the design consideration of flash tube 
arrays for use in location of particle trajectories.
In this Appendix results will be presented giving the 
effects of various parameters (e.g. gas pressure, tube 
size and separation, and errors in tube location) on 
the error in angular measurement.

In the investigation, two arrays (table A.l.(i) ) 
were used, each of the parameters of which could be 
varied independently. A computer programme simulated 
the passage of a particle of accurately known trajectory 
through the arrays, providing data (i.e. flashes and 
blanks)vhich would have been obtained in practice for 
any combination of these parameters. The data was then 
analysed using the method of analysis described in 
chapter 3. This method is similarly flexible, in that 
it may use any combination of the parameters. A check 
on the computer analysis was provided by using a simple 
approximation to P(©). This gives a quick and 
convenient means of obtaining the error in angular 
measurement. Absolute values obtained in this way



are liable to some systematic error, but relative 
values are more accurate.

The notation used throughout is as for chapter 3.

Spacing between layers (s) = O.63 cms.
Distance between the ’centre of 
gravity’ of the trays (d ) = 84.3 cms •

Tube Diameter ( A  ) = O.59 cms.
Distance between tube centres ( p ) = 0.843 cms.
Number of Layers (n ) = 5
P(o) assumed for high pressure tubes of O.59 cms. 
diameter, unaffected by variations in tube diameter and location.

Table A.1.(i) Parameters of Random Arrays

A»2 Design of Flash Tube Arrays
(l) Note on Scaling

When comparing %  and Op 
A^ and Â  of different dimensions, 
procedure has been used throughout.

comparable with is*

. f , t>,
where

for two arrays 
the following 

The value of



This is only true for A, z Aj, 
for 100$ efficient tubes.

» or constant

(2) High and Low Pressure Tubes.

The 100$ internal efficiency condition considera 
; bly simplified previous methods of analysis and 
! consequently high pressure tubes are used at present, 
j However, the computer uses the actual distribution 
P(9) and the possibility of utilising the more easily 
manufactured low pressure tubes still exists. An 
investigation of both types of tubes was made for 
N = 5 to N = 10; the results are plotted in Figure 
A.2.(i). Unfortunately, it is apparent that low 
pressure tubes are at a disadvantage.

(3 ) Spacing between Layers (S)

The effect of varying the spacing between layers 
has been investigated with the negative results 
indicated in the Table A.2.(i) .

I :S cm. O .63 1 .2 6 1.90

<nt
( i r x A iA H f  X l O * )

7 .8  + 0 .3 7 .8i  0 .3 8 .0  1 0 .3

Table A,2,(i)





(4) Number of Lavers (N)

Figure A.2.(i) shows the measured variation of 
<T0 and with N. Although the theoretical
derivation of this dependence has not been rigorously
performed, approximate calculations based on a 100$ 
tube efficiency and the assumption that A/p = i, 
suggest that O~0 is more strongly dependent on N 
than the experimental results indicate. An indepen
dent check of these results was therefore sought 
especially as it would contribute a convincing veri
fication of the computer method of analysis.

If a 100$ tube efficiency may be assumed, and 
since Cty is independent of the spacing between 
layers within a tray, we may consider the tube edges 
as if they existed only at a single level. Since 
the direction of the trajectory is approximately 
defined using both trays, the tube edges within either 
tray form a repetitive pattern of width P  , each 
containing N pairs of tube.edges. The distance 
between any adjacent tube edges is termed a ’corridor*. 
The information provided by the flashed and unflashed 
tubes will indicate the corridor through which the 
particle passed;and the width of the corridor the
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uncertainty of* location of the particle at that level. 
A spectrum of corridor widths, F( jJL ) for all 
allowable positions and angles of incidence exists,

probability of a particle traversing a corridor is

corridor width yU/ can be computed. On the assumption 
that the mean uncertainty occurs at both the measuring 
levels, an expression for the r.m.s. angular error 
can be obtained, and is plotted in figure A.2.(ii) as 
a function of N.

Since this curve is only applicable to tubes 
having 100$ internal efficiency, some means is required 
of deducing the effect of using a practical tube. If 
it may be assumed that

a) the simplified P(o) distribution of figure 
A.2.(iii) may be used;

b) the corridor width is defined by only two 
tube edges; and

c) the weighted mean corridor width occurs

and this may be determined empirically. Since the

proportional to it , a value for the weighted mean

at both levels;
then the probability of a particle traversing any 
portion of is not constant as with 100$ efficient
tubes, but is unity over the central portion of
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length ( yu/ — Ja ) and falls to zero outside the 
boundaries suggested by the tube edges. The
consequence of using practical tubes is then to 
• smudge• the clearly defined corridor boundaries 
of 100# efficient tubes. The effect is to modify 
the angular error versus probability curve from a 
triangle to a broadened distribution the nature of 
which is determined by the value of b in figure 
A.2. (ill). Estimates of b were made, and <7̂, 
deduced as a function of N for high pressure tubes 
and for a ten layer low pressure tube arrangement 
(figure A.2.(ii).

This simplified and approximate analysis can 
be expected to be unreliable when \o &  JUj } 
that is for high values of N, or for the large value 
of b encountered with low pressure tubes. In 
figure A.2.(iv) the expected angular error versus 
probability curves are compared for

a) 100$ efficient tubes (dashed line)
b) for practical tubes using the simplified 

analysis (full line)
c) for practical tubes using the computer 

analysis (points).





The good agreement between (b) and (c), together 
with that between the values of* <r¥ for both low 
and high pressure tubes at various values of N, 
afford a convincing check on the validity of the 
computer results.

(5) Tube Diameter Variations, and Random Errors in 
Tube Location

Random errors in the location of the tubes and 
variations in their diameters are inevitable in 
practical arrays. Their effects are identical and 
may be investigated in three équivalant ways. Firstly, 
the assumed efficiency function P(o) may be corrected 
for these effects, the result being an effective 
distribution P^(0) which may be used in analysis in 
the ordinary manner. Secondly, an approximate value 
of b may be deduced from the function P^(o) and the 
consequent increase in found. Thirdly, in the
analysis of an event using P(ô), the values of E^ may 
be changed by small random amounts $ E^ which form a 
random sample from a normal distribution of standard 
deviation V cms. By comparing the ra.p.t. (of angle 
©¿y ) of such an analysis with that (of angle o< ) 

using the actual E^ values, an estimate of the effect



may be made. Figure A.2.(v) shows a graph of 
CT*V - 'H*1 Z. C°̂v ~ °0X' Z as a function
of V, (n is the number of trajectories analysed).
The dotted line is the result of the second method of 
analysis, and although this must necessarily be less 
accurate and less reliable, it provides a useful 
check on the results using the third method. The 
first method, although direct and the most reliable, 
is not convenient to use in practice; however, it 
has been used for V = 0.045 cms., the result being
shown in the figure.

Since the effect of random variations is to 
broaden the distribution (that is, to increase the 
value of b ) and since the effects of a finite b 
value are greater for higher values of N, it would 
be expected that an increased number of layers would 
accentuate . Whilst this is true the effect
is very small and, using the second method, it is 
found that the &\/ against V curve for a 16 layer 
array does not differ appreciably from that for a 10 
layer arrangement. It may be noticed that the 
absolute value of the corridor width is of only 
secondary importance in this investigation, and that



III
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the ‘smudging* effect has the primary influence on 
the curve of figure A.2.(v). The agreement 
between the modes of analysis provides support for 
the approximate manner in which practical tubes have 
been treated using the corridor width approach.

(6) Tube Diameters

The effect of varying tube diameters is complica
ted by the lack of precise empirical knowledge of P(o) 
However, Lloyd (i960, and private communication) has 
deduced tentative theoretical data which has permitted 
an investigation sufficient to indicate the general 
effect of using different tubes. This data has been 
used to predict an absolute efficiency ) of 80$ 
for tubes of 0.53 cms. diameter, compared with a 
measured value of 79 - 2$.

Probability distributions were evaluated for 
various values of A  between 0.4 and 0.7 cms., and
estimates of b made. If %  i. kept constant,
maintaining the same separation of the trays (d ), 
values of as a function of A  may be obtained,,
and are shown in table A.2.(ii). The results indicat 
a definite minimum value of tube diameter below which
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the natural reduction of the error because of the 
reduced scale is rapidly swamped by the increase in 
error due to the low efficiency of the small tubes.

If the number of layers in an array is not 
important, it is possible to obtain greater accuracy 
by increasing the tube diameter, and having more 
layers without increasing'fche labour of manufacture.
The value of < A ) for tubes of diameter A  in 
an array with N = 5 may be compared with A
for 0.6 eras, diameter tubes with a value of N such 
that the total number of tubes is the same in both 
cases. The ratio = (Vj- s, A)
is tabulated in table A.2.(ii). The results 
indicate a minimum value of , roughly
constant for a relatively wide range of tubes. If 

is decreased, the low efficiency of the tubes 
rapidly increases the error. For large A  , 
changes in diameter have little effect on P(0), but

t
the scaling effect is slightly greater than that due 
to increasing the number of layers, causing a slow 
increase in the error.
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A
Ca w o

Efficiency / 4x 0-̂  radians (x 10 )

0.7 91 8.6 1.06

0.65 90 8.0 1.01

0.6 88 7.6 1

0.55 84.5 7.4 1.00

0.5 80 7.5 1.05

0.45 67 9.3 1.55

0.4 40

Table A.2.(jj)

(7) Spacing- between Tubes

An investigation of* as a function of /“*
may be accomplished in either of two ways. Firstly, 
the computer analysis may be used with different 
values of , or secondly, the effect on the mean
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corridor width, jju * of varying ^/p may be investiga
ted, and the results suitably scaled. The former is 
much longer and has been used only as a check on the 
results obtained by investigating .

The effect of variations in %  on yU. has been 
found empirically by a computer programme, and the 
circled points in figure A.2.(vi) were thus obtained 
for N = 5, 7, and 9 Tor a fixed /”* = 1 and variable

. Other points were obtained manually in a few 
cases (crosses). A complete theoretical analysis of 
the corridor width as a function of N and is not
available. However, points at ^  = * r  and
A  P  are easily derived, and are marked as 

squares in figure A.2.(vi). Considering n tube 
edges randomly distributed in a length L, the 
probability F(fL) of a distance jJL occurring between 
adjacent tube edges is given by

f i/0 = a  <fr-/0—
where A is a normalisation constant. Since the 
probability of a particle traversing a corridor width 
^  is proportional to j X , the weighted mean corridor

The tubes are assumed to be 100$ efficient at this stage of the analysis.
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width jJU is given by

7l : fo 1^ CC-/*■)'*' a cKf*-

in the particular case of A  p  » n = N ;
L = /""* , and ^  - i f y ^ .  • Further, if
A  = r / x  , then L = r/a. } n = N, and 
jUC = P/r*J H-| • The dotted lines in
figure A.2. (tri) are obtained assuming that all the 
tube edges are independent ( i . e . L = p , n = 2 N ) .
Such an assumption cannot be true as &  ̂  P , and 
it may be expected that ju, would increase rapidly 
as the gap width approached, and became smaller than, 
/*■ . Such an effect is to be seen in

figure A.2.(vi).

/*■ ¿r) may be deduced as a function of p  for 
constant A  * and the corresponding values of oyir) 
may be computed. These are shown in figure A.2.(vii) 
in the form of the ratio C V -
for N = 5 and 9, together with points obtained directly 
from the computer analysis for N = 5.

It is possible that for the same total number of 
tubes, is a function of N. This condition implies
that */r is constant, and has been evaluated





for three values of N / p  and N. The results are 
shown in figure A.2. (viii)relative to P=0-S4-3)

(8) Staggering of tube layers

The value of for the random arrays
(table A.l.(i) ) has been compared with that for the 
Durham, (Wolfendale, private communication) and/the 
Nottingham array. Both of these were designed to 
give constant as a function of angle of incidence,
over a limited range of angle. The comparable average 
values of , suitably scaled, are given in
table A.2.(iii). The agreement is seen to be good.
As a measure.of the variation of a y  with angle, the 
standard deviation about th^nean has been
compared for the random arrays and the Nottingham array. 
The results indicate very similar variations with 
angle. In table A.2.(iv) the values of for the
Nottingham spectrograph are given as a function of 
angle of incidence. The variations are 
small, indicating that fluctuations in 
smoothed out by the use of two arrays.

are





0~ÿ (radian* x 10^)

Random
arrays 7.64 t 0.15 6.05 - 0.16

Nottingham 
7.95 * 0.17

Durham 
6.14 ± 0.22

Table A.2.(iii)

Angle of Incidence 
(rads.)

0 - 
0.02

0.02-
0.03

0.03-
0.05

i
0.05-
0.07

0.07-
0.08

0.08-
0.09

(radians 
x 10^) 1.13 1.14 1.14 1.15 1.17 1.24

Table A.2.(iv)

The conclusions to be drawn are limited. The 
criterion fojytubes of small dimensions or low pressure 
is more likely to be that there shall be a high 
probability that at least one tube should flash for 
particles incident at any angle. This is not



as anecessarily compatible with a constant CT̂ 
function of angle. Also it may not be possible to 
design an array for constant over a wide range of
incident angle. In view of the smoothing effect 
described above, one may tentatively conclude that 
there is no significant difference between random and 
designed arrays.

(9) Errors in P(o)

An effect of errors in P(©) is to produce an error 
in the estimate of • The magnitude of this error
has been estimated using the smudge effect, described 
in section (4). Assuming a tube of diameter 0.59 cms. 
for which b = 0,1 cm., the percentage errors in

ioccurring if various values of b are used are 
summarised in table A.2.(v), as a function of N.



N

cm/S.
5 7 9

.04 - 6$ - 13$ - 19$

.06 - 5$ - 12$ - 15$

.08 - 3$ - 6$ - 9$

.12 + 4# + 8.5$ + 11$

. 14 + 8.5$ + 157°

.16 + 17$

.19* + 22$

Table A.2.(v)
• i.

* b = 0.19 cm. for low pressure tubes



A.3 Conclusions

The conclusions may be summarised as followsj-

1) For a random array of more than five layers the 
decrease in the error of angular measurement, 
obtained by using high pressure (2.4 atm.) tubes 
rather than low pressure (l atm.) tubes of 0.59 cm. 
diameter, is 25$.

2) Using high pressure tubes, does not
decrease with increasing N as rapidly as would be 
expected for 100$ efficient tubes.

3) No advantage can be obtained by increasing the 
vertical separation between the layers in a tray.

4) For the Nottingham Spectrograph, the contribution 
to CT̂  made by the random errors in tube diameter, and 
errors in location (0.045 cm.) is only 12$

5) For a given number of tubes, there is a wide
range of tube diameters giving a nearly constant value 
of , providing the other parameters are
correctly chosen, as indicated in table A.2.(ii).



6) For a fixed number of tubes of given diameter, 
the parameters are best chosen to work where the 
ratio of the mean corridor width to tube separation 
CVr)  is not increasing rapidly with the ratio of 

tube diameter to separation (A/r) •

7) For a 5 layer array, , assuming 100$
efficient tubes is 10$ lower than for practical 
tubes. For an 8 layer on the other hand, the change 
is 339°. The result of this is that previous workers 
who have assumed 100$ efficient tubes have overestima
ted the m.d.m. of their spectrographs. For example, 
the Durham instrument (Ashton i960, and Wolfendale, 
private communication) whose m.d.m. assuming perfect 
tubes is 709 - 30 Gev/c (in agreement with the figure 
of 680 - l40 Gev/c estimated by Ashton et al.), has 
an m.d.m. of k60 - 16 Gev/c assuming perfectly located 
practical tubes of known constant diameter. Using an 
r.m.s. error in tube location and tube diameter of 
0.02 cm. (which is a lower limit), the m.d.m. .is 
410 Gev/c.


